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ABSTRACT

'The general c'haracteristics of the, passi~ 'Iixraied homing,
device known as, the "Dove Eye" are described aind -used in analyz-
luig -thk scientific ~and militaryý problem; of rendering ineffective
free-falin missiles .e~quipped with h6miig. devices 'of~thils'type.4
The desirable'functional. and tactical criteria foi,- adequate counter-
measuring techniques are enumerated,. Variousý-techniques arede
-scribed, and availab le data reviewedý',Interms of these criteria to
show that decoy tecihniques such-as aýuyffnu~m FILOOR o6r hdat~de-
coys* are fundamentally moire desitobie titar other techniques
utilizing camouflage, thermal noise, o~r electronic methods. The
necess-ity. and course of further work on both "hot', and 'cold, de-
coy m .ethods Is pI lnted out.

PROBLEM STATUS,

This is an interim report. Work on the problem, is continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

(reference BuOrd ltrs, Re9h-HOB/gip S7841(26)004352 dated 24
July 1947 andu (Re9h) SS/jgb. 04768 dated 18 November 1 947tto
Director, NRL) In connection with BuOrd Project- No. PSO-171

NO 119-008
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NONELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES FOR
INFRARED GUIDED MISSILES

PART I - THE COUNTERMEASURE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years infrared devices have beer. developed for military use in
connection with detection, communication or signaling, and the guiding of missiles. These
devices can be either active or passive. The active device convistn of both a source for
generating a signal and a detector for measuring the transmitted or reflected signal,
whereas the passive device utilizes the thermal energy radiato' by the object under in-
vestigation. The passive device, therefore, gives no clue to the enemy that he is being
observed or acted upon.

Infrared guided or Uheat-ham;ng" missiles are passive devices. Guidance informa-
tion is furnished by an "eye* in the nose of the missile which is actuated by the difference
in thermal radiation received from the target as compared to its surroursdings. The in-
formation so generated is converted into movement of the mechanism which controls the
missile's flight.

The missile in operation sees a field of view within which is Ute target. 14 ben the
target is "on-axis' no directional information Is generated by the eye, but when for any
reason the target is "off-axis,* I.e., not oositioned properly within the missile's field
of view, correctional information is immediately generated and the flight of the misrile
is altered such that it returns to the "on-axism position.

The military potential of a missile which, night or day, once released, will unerringly
seek its target is at once apparent. Since in any future conflict the enemy will undoubtedly
make use of similar equipment, it is seen that the need for a countermeasure against such
a weapon is a serious and immediate one (1).

Heat-homing missiles may be either the free-falling type or the glide type, the latter
usually being propelled under power. Regardless of the type of missile, the heat-homing
device can be constructed so as (a) to home on the region df greatest thermal gradient
(at the boundary o! cold and warm areas), or (b) to horae on the thermal center of a tar-
get, hot or cold, (with the additional pcssibility that It may home only on hot and not cold
targets, or vice versa). The W countermeasure, of course, is one which will provide
protection against any missile under any and all condit.ons, and this is to be kept in mind
in considering the general countermeasure problem. However, certain countermeasure
techniques will not be equally effective against free-falling and glide angle missiles, since
the former missile sees a target agairst a more-or-less uniform sea background while
the latter sees the target silhouetted against the horizon (at low glide angles). Therefore.,
for the present ýt least, consideration will be limited specificmliy to countermeasures
against the free-falltig type of missile.

SECRET 1
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Evaluation of all of the countermeasure tecluiques which might be effective against
a particular free-falling missile would of course require that the type of infrared homing
device and its detailed operational characteristics be known. However, such knowledge
cannot be assumed to be available in the case of an enemy missile. It is therefore assumed,
somewhat in anticipation of the countermeasure to be considered later, that a suitable
countermeasure can be devised without such knowledge, based only upon consideration of
the target and its background. Before considering the countermeasure problem from this
point of view, however, it is desirable and necessary to describe in some detail at least
one typical heat-homing missile, for purposes of illustrating some of the principles upon
which all heat-homing equipment operates. The DOVE heat-homing device is chosen for
this purpose. The problem to be considered; however, is that of providing a counter-
measure which will be effective not only against free-falling missiles equipped with the
DOVE eye but also against those equipped with any similar device.

DOVE HEAT-HOMING DEVICE

All objects emit infrared radiation to an extent determined by the emissive charac-
teristics of the material and its absolute temperature. The total radiant flux from a
perfect emitter or black body is determined only by its temperature as is the spectral
distribution of the emitted radiation. The radiant flux at all wavelengths increases with
the temperature of the object while the wavelength of maximum emitted flux decreases.

Infrared radiation is selectively absorbed by the atmosphere. There are, however,
several regions of low attenuation known as "windows" in the spectral region of 0.7 mi-
crons to 15 microns. The transmission within these regions of low attenuation depends
unon the amount of moisture, carbon dioxide, ozone, and other absorbing gases and upon
the size and quantity of foreign particles in the transmission path. The wavelength
regions of the best windows and the transmission within these regions are given in Table
1. The values given arc only approximate, since the transmission varies with wavelength
within any one window and with atmospheric conditions. Since bodies at or near 3000 K
(normal ambient temperature) emit radiant energy with a maximum between 8 and 13
microns, the window in this reg,,on is the most important for the operation of passive de-
vices. Heat-homing equipment can operate on a thermal signal received through any or
all of these windows, however, provided the radiation is sufficiently intense and depend-
ing upon the transmission filters, if any, associated with the equipment.

TABLE 1(2)
Atmospheric Transmission of Infrared

Radiation in Regions of Low Attenuation

Wa'velength, Microns Percent Transmission*

0.7 - 1.1 100
I."- 1,7 100
2 - 2.3 100

s- 4 90

8 - 13 80

* Vistance, 600 yds.; water in trans., path, 0,305.;, visi-
bility, 5 - 6 miles.

3ECRE3'T
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The DOVE heat-homing device is composed of an optical assembly or scanner, ampli-
fying networks, and servo systems which operate the directional control equipment. In
the normal scanner the front aperture is 2 inches and 'he field of vew seen by the detect-
ing system is that subtended 'Ny a sulid angle 200 in diameter. The scann "r consists of a
rotatable spherical scanning mirror which forms an image of its f. eld of view on the four
elements or flakes of a sensitive thermistor bolometer. The optical axis of the mirror
is slightly displaced from the spin axis so that upon rotation of the mirror the ilvage of
a target is swept in a circular path the radius of which is approximately equal to the
displacement of the optical axis. The bolometer flakes are arranged in the form of a
cross and mounted symmetrically around the spin axis in the focal plane of the scanner
mirror. The length of each flake is equal to the displacement of the optical axis, which
in the normal scanner is 0.180".

Hence, when the mirror is revolving, the image of a target on the spin axis is swept
in a circular path of approximately 0.180" radius and passes over the outer tip of each
bolometer flake giving rise to four voltage pulses during each scanning cycle. The verti-
cal flakes and the horizontal flakes each have their own amplifying networks,' the up-
down channel and the right-left channel, respectively, which control through servo systerm•s
the movement of the directing mechanisms.

When the spin axis deviates sufficiently from the target, in, say, a horizontal direction,
the signal from one flake is lost completely and that from the other builds up in amplitude
as the circle of scan approaches the more sensitive mid-point region of the bolometer
flake. Thus, within limits, the restoring force increases with increasing deviation. The
signals from the vertical flakes, on the other hand are increased equally by a slight amount.
This ype of intelligence fed through appropriate servo systems provides a sensitive and
fairly fast means of maintaining the scanner axis on target.

The polarity of the flake voltage is such that the image of a target, assuming a cooler
background, will produce a positive, negative, negative, and positive signal as it is swept
over the up, right, down, and left flake, respectively. For a target cooler than the back-
giound the polarity of the signals would be reversed.

Figure 1 illustrates the path of the image over the bolometer flakes and the corre-
sponding signal patterns for each channel, for various positions of the target. When the
target is on axis the two signals in each channel are equai and no directing information
is furnished the servo mechanisms. When the tar~et is off to the right the signal in the
right-left channel actuates the right-left spoilers,- which alter the missile's flight so
as to return the target image to the on-axis position. The up-down signals remain equal,
however, causing no movement of the up-down spoilers, When the target 16 off in both
directions a signal Is supplied from both channels and both sets of spoilers are en.rgized
to bring it back on center.

Although the operation of a heat-homing missile such as the DOVE can easily be
understood in the case of a single target or. a uniform background (field of view), the
performance of the sw-ne missile when operating on a complex field of view containing
two or more targets or a nonuniform background depends upon many factors and is not

The arrplifiers are approximately flat in response over the range 5-105 cycles/sec.

The scanning frequency is 10 cycles/sec.

2 A spoiler is a small curved surface mounted in the front end assembly, which can be

intermittently ejected into the missile's air stream to alter its flight path.

SECRET
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No target in view u-d

(evenly radiating background) r-I

Target on scanner axis
r-I

Target off to right U-d

9 Target off to left 2

Target off down u-d
r- I

Target off upper- right u-d

r-I

Figure I - Path of the target image over the bolorneter flakes and corre-
sponding (ideal) signal patterns for each channel, for various oositions of
the target

SECRETr
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easily predicted. For a single target on a uniform b ckground the only condition neces-
sary for the missile to home on the target is that _t receive a detectable signal. In other
words the voltage pulse produced by the image of the target on the bolometer flake must
be larger than the random voltage fluctuations or "noise" inherent in the thermai detector
and electronic amplifying system. This will depend upon the response characteristics
(e.g., sensitivity and noise level) of the device and upon the magnitude of the thermal
signal from the target. The latter depends upon the emissivity of the target, its difference
in radiant temperature from the background, and the relative area it fills in the detector's
I-eld of view. It will be noted that this requires no presupposition as to the radiant tempera-
ture of the target except that it be different from the background. If the target is cool,
rather than warm, relative to its surroundings the polarity of the voltage pulses caused by
the thermal signal will merely be reversed and the operation of the missile will not be
effected. The term "heat-homing nissile" is somewhat misleading, therefore, since it
can home equally well on a warm or cold target.

In the case of a more complex field of view, for example one containing two targets,
the point upon which the missile will home and also the point where impact will occur
will depend upon whether the signals from the separate targets are resolved or integrated
by the scanner (and hence upon the relative size and position of the targets ir. the field of
view) as well as upon the flight characteristics (range of correction, etc.) of the missile
an-4 upon other iactors already mentioned.

Consider first two identical ships close to one another on a uniform sea. At a suf-
ficiently high altitude the signals from the separate ships will not be resolved and the
integrated signal will be larger than that from either ship aAone. At soxne lower altitude
the signals from the individual ships will eventually be resolved, depending upon the
resolution of the scanner and the separation of tne ships. If the ships are close together,
so that this occurs too near the end of the missile's flight, the missile will tend to strike
between the ships and may cause damage, depending upon the accuracy of the homing and
the proximity of the ships. If the ships are farther apart, then upon resolution of the
separate signals by the detector the missile will "hunt' and fall between them or, depend-
ing upon their position in the field of view, select one of them by chance upon which it
would then home. In the latter case the missile would still tend to fall between the two
ships, b"u closer to one than the other. In either case, however, each ship offers some
protection to the other and the crmbiration should be less vulnerable than either alone.

In cases where two or more nonidentical targets appear within the Vield of view, not
only the emissive power of each target, but also their relative size as compared to the
total area of the field of view may be important in determining where the missile will
home or strike. And since a given target will occiipyan increasingly large portion of the
shrinklng field of view during thp. missile's fall, it is possible that a missile may change
its attitude toward a particular target durhrg flight. Consider the hypothetical case where
a small target (ship) is nearby a relatively large target, e.g., a rock mass protruding
above the ocean surface, or a larger ship, o- a decoy-type countermeasure. Further,
consider that the emissive power (watts per unit area) of the sh.p is greater than that of
the rock mass, but that the latter, being larger in area, radiates more total energy (watts).
If a DMVE missile were released such that it received a detectable signal wi'e•,, its Liitial
field of view was that of (a) In Figure 2 and its height were sufficient that it cc'-ld not
resolve the two separate targeýs, then it would tend to home on the weighted r,•pmetrical
center of the combined zargeis. The field of view at later successive inter'•tls .4ould be
that shown in (b) and (c). IN a stf!: later inteivai, such as at (d), when the an~swlc has
fallen far enough so tha tWs targehi can be reqolved, its center of view may t. approxi-
mately the same. luring dhe n0xt interval, however, as shown at (e), the roek rmass
may become the predominai t area Li the field of view and it is probable tk:i? tha ;,-la..
tively small water area would now appear as a cold target area with the rock iasr a, a

SECRET
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a b cd

e f g

Figure 2 - The field of view of .'YvE missile at successive intervals in its
fall on a hypothetical targý k more complete legend iF liven in the text

background. Under these conalti.,,., the Llissile may shift, aq xri (f) and (g), so as to eventually
home on thc ship which is zr , a ,ncentratcd hot area againF,. the water. The actual point of
Impact is not easily pred!cta.be. When tAe field of view is as depicted in (e) and (f), the remaining
flight time of the missile is practically exhausted and whether or not the missile would center on
the ship, as shown in (g), woulth depend alm, st entirely on its range of correction and flight
characteristics.

GEITERAL REQUIREMENTS OF A COUNTERMEASURE

iT xceptfor the somewhat remote possibility of providing a means for exploding or otherwise
destro• kng a missile in flight, all countermeasure techniques may be grouped conveniently into
two genk ral categories, namely decoys and nondecoys. In a decoy-type countermeasure the
homing p -hnciple of the missile is utilized to divert it from its true or intended target. Nondecoy
types, on tiie other hand, either minimize or destroy the ability of the missile to "home" on the
target.

In actua, use a heat-homing missile is dropped from an altitu'de of 10,000 to 20,000 feet a/td
the eye is hel., inoperative until the missile enters the approximately straight porticn of its
trajectory" a -. can no longer see the horizon. Since the range, T correction is limited, the mis-
sile must be a c urately sighted on release. Therefore, even ihotgh the correctional device were
inoperative tht Ž •.ssile might still strike within possiblp damaging range of the target. For this
reason a countc'', ieasure which merely renders the homing device inoperative is not very de-
sirable; rathei,," decoy-type countermeasure technique utilizing the homing principle should
be used to diver, hei missile away from its natural or intended destination.

3 At 8,000 to I .j'co feet.,

SECRET
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If a countermeasure technique is to have ,naximum effectiveness, therefore, it is de-
sirable that it satisfy the following requirements, which may be considered as functional
criteria. The countermeasure shomld:

(a) consist of a decoy technique,

(b) produce a thermal signal greater than that from the target.

(c) be confined within an area slightly smaller, but similar In shape to the true target,

(d) be and remain within an optimum distance from the true target, -,nd

(e) remain effective for a sufficient length of time.

Requirements (b) through (d) involve the sensitivity, resolviug power, and flight character-
istics of the missile, factorr which are not fixed and which may not be known In the case of
an "nemy missile. It is difficult, therefore, to state these roq4uiremehts it more explicit
terms. This mtrch is certain, however. Anyjeat-homing missile capable of homing on a
given target will be decoyed if the false ta get 1) is si ht!y smaller than the true target,
•2) gives a somewhat greater thermal signal, and (3) comes within the missile's field of
view. A countermeasure fulfilling these conditions need rot be concerned, therefore,
with the operational characweristics of the missile. Requiren.sint (e) will depend mainly
upon the nature of the attack and the type of countermeasure tchnlique, i.e., whether it
is applied but once, intermittently, or continuously.

Even though the foregoing criteria enb-are effective protection, they do not guarantee
that the countermeasure will be of maximum practical or military value. In addition to
the functional requirements listed above, the following features are desirable for tactical
reasons. The countermeasure should:

(a) afford maximum maneuverability to the target vessel,

(b) be caiiable of rapid dispensation in an effective form,

(c) require a minimum of personnel, effort, and equipment for effective dispensation,

(d) not place neighboring vessels in jeopardy,

%e) comprise noncritical materials,

(f) be nouhazardous, and

(g) require minimum stowage space.

In all cases it is desirable that the countermeasure not reduce the military security of
the target vessel and/or neighboring vessels, although this would appear to be of lesser
Importance in most tactical cases,

It is probable that not all of the tactical criteria catt be embodied in a single counter-
measure technique. They should not, therelore, be considered as rigid requirements, but
.'ather as a list of desirable featurcs.

4 The protection offered by an adequate decoy will depend upon the damaging range and
accuracy of the missile. In general, the decoy should be placed as close as possible,
but, of course. beyond the aamaging range,

SECRET
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METHODS OF COUNrERMEASURE

The techniques which may be of value as countermeasures against heat-homing mis-
siles may be classified as follows:

A. Decoy techniques

(1) Cold decoys FLOOR

(2) Hot decoys

B. Nandecoy techniques

(1) Camouflage

(2) Noise

(3) Eltctronic.

The decoy techniques are by far the most promising.

The effectiveness of cold decoys depenw', upon providing a radiating orea, the energy
from which is less than that from the targe , ickground. Such an area could be provided
for example by exposing a refrigerated suriace, a mass of dry ice, or possibly by re-
leasing a compressed gas which would cool upon expansion, or by the use of FLOOR,
which is defined as a reflecting film (such as aluminum powder) on the wean surface (3).
Cold decoys will be effective against missiles such as the TOVE which ho ne upon either
hot or co~d targets and against those which home on a thermal gradient (p9,ovided that the
decoy is confined within an area having definitt boundaries) but not against those (if any)
which home only ..pon hot targets.

The effectiveness of a hot decoy, of course, depends upon providing a radiating area
which emits more energy than the target. Since naval taigets are usually warm compared
to the sea, any missile which will home on a naval target will be attracted by a heat decoy.

Some countermeasure techniques may function in two or more ways. Both hot and
cold decoys, for instance, may also act under some conditions as a source of thermal
noise. The use of smoke as a countermeasure technique may function as a heat decoy,
a s,,.Arce of thermal noise, or as a camouflage. A brief description of the way in which
each of tOhe basic techniques functions as a countermeasure and their merits in relation
to the desired features is given below:-

"UFloor"

A large patch of FLOOR on the surface of the ocean presents to a free-falling missile
an ienage of the sky. The radiation from a blue sky is extremely weak in the infrared re-
gion~of 8-13 mu and corrf sponds in intenrity to the emission of a black body near 220 0 K
(-500'-) (4), A black body at the temperature of sea water (approximately 2900K) on the
other hand, has its peak intcnsity of emission in the spectral region 8-13 microns. Since
bodies which are very good reflectors are pour emitters, the Fi,)OR, which is a good
reflector, will radiate very little energy to the detector even though it is at the same
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temperatureais the sea Water. The onlyradiationreaching the missile's detector-fronm
the F.LOOR a�tch is that reflecteO,; .ie sky. Since this radiation is extremely weak
in- the infrared-the FLOOR WWI ari .,•-to the detector as a cold area relativeto the-sea.
Durkig the infidial *part of the fall, while the area of its field of view is large and the
FLOORa,r`ea relatively small, a missile such as the DOVE will home on the geometric
center o.-the FLOOR patch. As the missile falls, however, the FLOOR area fills a larger
"proportion of its field of view and~eventually the detector sees~moreýFLOOR than water.
It is"Probabie underthese 6onditions that some-portion of the FLOOR-7water boundary
will take -control-6f the missile's directio6:. The impact willundoubtedly take-place
within the FLOOR area, its'proximity to-the edge depending on the missile's flight char-
acteristics,-the size and shapeof the FLOOR patch, and the position ahd nature of nearby
targets. To receive pr'tection the vessel must not penetrate the FLOOR area, for it
would then-be seen by the detector ingreaterthermal contrast against the -FLOOR than
against the sea water.

The use of FLOOR is effective both atmnight and in daytlime-sincethe -ra•iant intensity
of the sky, which -it reflects, is the same night and day under equal meterological conditions.
There are several conditions, however, under which protection is considerably'lessened.
On a cloudy day the FLOOR reflects, radiation from the clouds. Dependinig upon its height
andthe *ir and s"a temperature, a cloud might appear as either hotter-or colder than the
-sea but in'nocase will it appear as cold as the clear sky. On a completely overcast day
the protection offered~by FLOOR is reduced tremendously, depending, of course, upon
the-temperature of the air at the height-of the overcast as comoarcd~to that of the sea
water; If this differential is too small, the signal from the true target might overcome
that from-the FLOOR and control-the missile's direction. There are other conditions
which rende*r FLOOR less effective, such as rough water, high wind, or heavy rain, which
tend to chop up, stream out, or sink the film, In addition to these limitations FLOOR

-entails a serious loss of maneuverability. It Is also somewhat ofan explosion hazard and
cannot easily'be dispersed-as rapidly as might be desired.

When the FLOOR exists in many separate- patches on the water surface, either because
of the method by which it was laid or because of the action-of wind and waves, it functions
,as a thermal noise source and tends to confuse the heat-homing device, inasmuch as the
latter sees many cold targets against a warm background. When the FLOOR is in this
condition iflis immaterial whether the vessel'desiring-protection penetrates the FLOOR
area or remains o:( its edge. By and large, however, the- effectiveness of FLOOR as a
counimterneasure technique depends upon its appearance asia cold target. The usefulness
ofFLOOR as a countermeasure Is considered in dkitail in Part:II of this report published
separately as NRL Report,3704.

Heat Decoys:

Another promising countermeasure technique lies in providing an area ,which emits
more radiation than the target for which protection is desired. Pools-of flaining gasoline
jelly or other materials which undergo exothermic chemical, reactiona. i*iiý-at the sur-
face of the water or in the air, have been suggested and investigated as a. =_.'.s of ac-
complishing this (5). Reactions at or on the surface of themwater are probably ihe less
desirable. Heat decoys of this type require the vessel to remain near its protecltng-de-
vice throughout the attack. For various tactical reasons this might not be practical. For
small or-reasonably small decoys there is some~danger that the first missile would either
destroy or scatter it with possible damage-to the vessel, In any event the vessel would be
left without any protection from missiles immediately succeeding. Heat decoys involving

SECRET
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reactioni in- the akir, ontle other hand, hold c-isiderable promise, of satisfyig- all, the
requiremebts and- desirable features of aneffective, countermeasure. These will.be con- *

sidered in detafi a-third report of this series.

Smokes:

There are three-ways in which smoke may~serve6 as a countermeasure: first, by
acting as a th ermalbscreeri -or camouflage; secondly, is a: cloud of hot'parttclesVwhich
functions as a heat decoy; ýan dthirdly,-as hot larticles which produce thermal noise.
In additiofn- some white smokes may diffusely reflect solar radiation to theý missile's 4
detector ana thus have some value as a countermeasure against missiles not equipped
with a far infrared filter (12). For short time intervals after formation certain smokes
in reasonable quantities'have been found to emit one to two times as-much radiant energy
in the 8-12 micron spectral region as medium sized naval vessels (6). When dispersed
in small clouds, it may similarly serve as a source of thermal noise. Present naval
smokes are unsatisfactory for thermally screening a target (7), sin6e they do not at-
tenuate the transmission of 8-13 mu radiation very strongly. However, none of the
smokes tested were strong absorbers in the 8-13imicron region. Further, since the size
of the particles comprising naval smokes is approximately 1 micron or less in diameter,
as is necessary for effective visible screening, these smokes do not scatter long wave-
length radiation and hence are transparent in the infrared. The efficiency of smokes for
thermal screening could be improved by increasing the particle size, although at the
expense of suspension time, or by using smokes which absorb strongly in the 8-13 micron
spectral region.

Camouflage:

A vessel whose radiant power is equal to that of its background may be said to be
thermally camouflaged. To thermally blend a vessel into its background it is necessary
to decrease its emissivity. This can be partially accomplished by painting the vessel
with a paint which is a good infrared reflector, especially for 8-13 micron radiation.
Infrared reflecting paints which are also excellent reflectors in the visible spectral re-
gion (i.e., aluminum or- bronze paints) are undesirable for tactical reasons. The use of
infrared absorbing paints should be avoided, since they seqye to-raise the emissivity of
the vessel. It should be understood that any static method-for thermally camouflaging
a vessel is fundamentally undesirable as a countermeasure technique because the vessel
can be thermally camouflaged for only- one given set of conditions. Normal variations in
solar radiation from daylight to darkness, the appearance of clouds or overcast, or any
change in the air, sea, or ship temperature would undoubtedly render the vessel thermally
visible. Tho radiation from a ship is the sum of that emitted and that reflected at its
exposed surface, and.,this sum must remain constant, or, more precisely, must vary
exactly with the radiation from the sea if it is to remain thermally camouflaged. Even if
this were possible, the method still- suffers the more basic objection-that It does not
decoy the missile away from its natural destination.

The rmal Noise'Sources:

Thermal noise as generated by FLOOR has already been dicussed, It may also be
generated by certain types of heat decoys and by some smokes. Its predominant effect
on the missile is to lower its signal-to-noise ratio and thereby decrease its sensitivity.
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Whiie this might be effective iienhanciingte-prqoet.ofi6ý'ftred,-j-by:a decqy.type of counter-
measure it is a roused lelv-bý'KitsLf sih.ce: it:i -:hot-ardecoy

technique andd dis-notl s"Avre to div~ei1temsiefrnistag -

Electronic!

The signal from a sensitive heat detector must be electroinicaiiy amplified in-order'
to provide the necessary power to drive the diricting sysem`-and so there arises'the pos-
sibility of electronically jamming the amplifying-networksnofrthe missile and thus depriV•.
"ing it of directional control. It seems unlikely. that the amplifiers •could be completely
jammed, however, sincetihe only microwave or radio frequency detecting element is the
bolometer which can-be easily shielded ascan the associated electronic circuits. Even
so, the fact that the missile is not necessarily-diverted from its target is sufficient
reason -why such a countermeasure technique is undesirable. It would be a-far better
technique to utilize ihe correcting device as a means of diverting the missile.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK

Little was knownprior to 1944 concerning the nature and effectiveness-of counter-
measures against infrared heat-homing missiles. All available information pertinent
to the problem was summarized in April,,1944 (8). During the remainder of 1944 many
measurements were made of importance to the evaluation of various techniques as
countermeasures. Generalized conclusions based upon these measurements have been
given by, Stewart, Nolan,, and Ballard (9). Thermal signals from naval targets observed
from 5:1 glide angles have also been measured and summarized (10). Table 2 lists
some previously-measured values of the radiant flux above background from typical
naval and inland targets.

Most ships radiate at least,0.4 ergs/cm2 /sec. ag measured by Farrand equipment
(BuOrd Test'Unit, Mark 7) from 8,000 to 10,000 feet'(11). The maximum clear day sig-
nal measured from this height was 0.5 erg/cmn2/sec. per 10,000 sq ft of ship surface
normalto the line of sight (9). In cases where ships were near piers-or land masses,
the signals-obtained indicated that the latter would ordinarily act as efficient heat decoys
(11). Vessels in small harbors and narrow rivers are thus practically invulnerable to
heat-homing missiles. Dams have likewise been found to be well protected by river
banks (12).

Measurements'taken on a large sheet of rolled aluminum, laid on an airstrip to
simulate a perfect specular FLOOR, showed that the FLOOR appears as i. cold target,
more so ona clear than'an overcast day (11). Clouds have appeaied as both hot anid
cold targets relative to sea water, depending upon their height-and the air aid'sea tempera-
ture (13). The signals obtained from various targets were not'lessenedappreciably dur-
ing rainfall, but the noise was increased (14). The noise above that inheizent in the meas-

uring device probably depends upon the rouighness and depth of the water (14). The
difference in signal between target and water. was considerably;less when the aif and water
temperature was high (13). Targets in tropical waters, therefore, will be much less
vulnerable.

It has been observed that the -adiant flux from FLOOR (reflected sky- radiation) may
nt. as much as -12.5 watts/sq ft relative to background (3). Forty pounds of flaming
gasoline gel spread on the water surface covered 100 sq ftand hadoa burning. time of 3
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'TABLE il
- AVerage.Signals-from Tkpical Targets

Average signal-above
backgroundfrom 10,000
ft as recediedby Farrand I
equip. (ergs/cm 2/sec.
perl/2 0 sq field of

Target view Comment Ref.

CVE-at pier 1.35 11
DE off shore Negligible compared-to land 11
Freighter 2.06 Larger than usual signal 11
Tanker 1.0 " Air temperature 150 F above 1-1
Sea Wall 1.542.01 seaitemperature 11
Richardson Rock 0.6 From 6,000 ftf O°F above 11

0.4 From 8,500 ftJ -sea temp.
Aircraft plants 3.4 11
"Blacktop" (oil treated Appeared cold against 11

rolled stone surface) 0.6-0.8 desert background
20 buildings 1.09 From 9,000-ft. 12
Piers -1.5-3.0 12
OPen fire (refinery) >7.75 12
Trash dump fire >7.75 1i
Ammunition ship .05- .10 15
Destroyer, .05- .15 15
Freighter .10- .25 15
Cargo ship .30- .40 From 6,700 ft 15
Large freighter ;40- .60- From 6-700 ft 15
Battleship (New York) .15- .25 From 5,000-It 15
Tanker .10- .30 15
Power house .50-1.75 15
14 buildings (factory

group) 1.47 From 7,000 ft. 15

minutes (5). The radiant'flux from such a film was 3000 watts/sq ft, one tenth of which
was in the 8-13 micron spectralregion. From measurements made on-one occasion the
total radiant flux above background from a battleship (approximately 60,000 sq ft in area)
was estimated to be 290 kilowatts-and hence- 400 pounds bf gasoline gel or 25,000 sq ft of
FLOOR were considered necessarylor effective protection.

coNCiUSIONS AND FECOMMENDATIONS

From the analysls of the prihclples of operatioi of passive, frete-falling infrared guided
missiles, such as -those equipped with the "Dbve Eye;Z and of the principles involved in
vartous.countermeasuringe-techniques, it is con cluded that decoy.type 6cuntermeasures
which utilize the "homing" ability of the missile to divert it from its natural or intended
destination are preferable to allother techniques which merely minimize or destroy the
homing ability of the missile, or which c6rLeal the target.
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mseHot" ande "cold" decoys are, in princdiple, equally effective against all heat-homing
missiles except those which home only Uldnho~tz~rget, in which casetly the hot decare effective. Previous work on FLOOR (aluminum powder on water), which functions
as a cold decoy, and on burning gasoline jelly, a hot decoy, has shown that either typeof decoy offers adequate protection under some conditions. However, the&effectiveness
of'FLOOR has not yet been evaluated ;mder many conditions which-might arise-at thetime a countermeasure iS needed, fiorfhas any attempt been madeto determine, forcomparison with existing data, the theoretical pbtentiality of FLObR'as:a. countermeasure.
Past~work on leat decoys isoagain inadequate and this t chnique has notrbeen treated
generally in the records available.

Both "hot" and "cold" decoy.type countermeasure techniques deserve further consid-eration. There is needed, first a detailed analysis of each-technique in terms of the pxe-dictable performance of ideal materials.' Secondly, a comparison between actual andideal performance should be madeiln order toodeterinine the most useful technique andthe means of achieving maximum advantage thereof.

S A detailed analysis of hot and cold decoys is mnade in a second and third report of
this series.
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